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Abstract—This paper presents the region based segmentation method for ultrasound images using local statistics. In this segmentation approach the homogeneous regions depends on the image granularity features, where the interested structures with dimensions comparable to the speckle size are to be extracted. This method uses a look up table comprising of the local statistics of every pixel, which are consisting of the homogeneity and similarity bounds according to the kernel size. The shape and size of the growing regions depend on this look up table entries. The algorithms are implemented by using connected seeded region growing procedure where each pixel is taken as seed point. The region merging after the region growing also suppresses the high frequency artifacts. The updated merged regions produce the output in form of segmented image. This algorithm produces the results that are less sensitive to the pixel location and it also allows a segmentation of the accurate homogeneous regions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advantages of ultrasound imaging, besides the absence of tissue damage, are low cost and minimal discomfort, but images are of a relatively poor quality and then analysis in general is complex due to data composition, described in terms of speckle formation. These speckles tend to mask the presence of low contrast lesion and reduce the ability of a radiologist to resolve the actual information. Due to speckle formation and attenuation artifacts, it is difficult to properly segment the ultrasound image to detect interested objects with the correct position and shape. In addition, boundary edges are usually incomplete, missing or weak at some places [1].

There are a large number of different approaches on segmenting an images recently employed. For the ultrasound medical image segmentation, mostly the methods are focused on five main approaches, namely, thresholding technique [2], boundary-based method [3], region based methods [4], hybrid techniques which combine boundary and region criteria [5] and active contour based approach [6]. Thresholding techniques to use brightness constant called threshold value, and segment the pixels in the original image according to this threshold value. Such methods neglect all the spatial information of the image and do not manage well with noise or blurring at boundaries, which are generally encountered in the ultrasound images. The boundary-based methods use the pixel values changing rapidly at the boundary between two regions. In this procedure, 1) first the edge detector operators provide the edge pixels and 2) these edges are modifying to produce the close curves representing the boundaries between adjacent regions. But, to convert the edge pixels into the close boundary is very difficult task for the ultrasound image segmentation. The complement of the boundary-based method is known as region based segmentation. It is based on the principle that neighboring pixels within the one region have similar value [7]. Split-and-merge procedure is best known in the region-based category for the segmentation, but in all instances the speckles into ultrasound images upset the results. The hybrid techniques are based on the combination of boundary and region based segmentation i.e., morphological watershed processing. The watershed method is an example of the morphological image segmentation approach. This technique is guaranteed to produce closed boundaries even if the transitions between regions are of variable strength [8]. But, the watershed segmentation method encounters difficulty, if there is noise and indistinct boundaries in between the two adjacent regions. Another category for the image segmentation method is the active contour techniques, which is suitable for finding edges of a region whose gray scale intensities are significantly different from the surrounding region into the images [9].

In this paper, a local statistics based region merging scheme is proposed for segmentation of ultrasound medical image. This technique is broadly divided into four steps: 1) preparation of lookup table of local statistics of all pixels to be used for initial region growing procedure, 2) grouping of pixels satisfying a specify homogeneity criteria and produce the homogeneous region, and 3) merging the neighboring regions, which have similar intensity values.
II. ALGORITHM

A. Lookup table preparation

Let \( X = \{x_{ij} \}, i = 1,2,3, \ldots, M \) and \( j = 1,2,3, \ldots, N \) be the image containing \( M \) rows and \( N \) columns with grey level \( x_{ij} \) at pixel \((i,j)\). A region \( W_{(w,w)} \) of \( X \) is a connected subset of \( X \). \( W_{ij} \) is to identify a local region associated with \((i,j)\). The two local statistical parameters, the arithmetic mean \( \mu_{i,j} \) and the variance \( \sigma_{i,j}^2 \) of image intensities, to be computed within a region are given by

\[
\mu_{i,j} = \frac{1}{w^2} \sum_{m=-w/2}^{w/2} \sum_{n=-w/2}^{w/2} (x_{i-m,j-n})
\]

(1)

\[
\sigma_{i,j}^2 = \frac{1}{w^2} \sum_{m=-w/2}^{w/2} \sum_{n=-w/2}^{w/2} (x_{i-m,j-n} - \mu_{i,j})^2
\]

(2)

According to (1) and (2), a parameter representing the ratio of the local variance to the mean of the pixel \((i,j)\) in (3) is calculated as following:

\[
\alpha(i, j) = \frac{\sigma_{i,j}^2}{\mu_{i,j}}
\]

(3)

The local variance and mean ratio of the granularity in the fully developed ultrasound speckle image is used as the measured parameter [10]. According to this parameter, it is possible to decide whether the processed pixel is within homogeneous region or not. In general, if the local variance to mean ratio is larger than that of speckle, then the corresponding pixel can be considered as a resolvable object. Otherwise, it belongs to a homogeneous region. The shape of speckle pattern and average speckle size varies at different locations of sectored images. Therefore, it is highly desirable to arbitrarily defined shape and size of the homogeneous regions for smoothing. This is achieved through the region growing procedure, which effectively fits the grown region to the homogeneous area without imposing any shape constraint. The region growing procedure employs a look-up table consisting of statistical bounds for different values of local statistics [11][12].

B. Region growing method

The aim of region-based segmentation techniques is to extract the homogeneous zones from the ultrasound filtered image. Region growing technique is generally better in noisy images, where borders are extremely difficult to detect such as ultrasound medical images. For region growing method homogeneity is an important property, which can be based on gray-level, shape, model, etc [13]. For region-based segmentation, the basic requirement to satisfy the region similarity in an image is as follows:

\[
H(R_i) = \text{TRUE} \quad i = 1,2,3, \ldots, P
\]

(4)

where \( P \) is the total number of regions in an image and \( H(R_i) \) is a binary homogeneity evaluation of the region \( R_i \). A logical statement represented by (4) gives that if pixels in the region are sufficiently similar in terms of grey level, then it is true. It means

\[
H(R_i) = \text{TRUE} \quad \text{if } |f(j,k) - f(m,n)| T
\]

\[
H(R_i) = \text{FALSE} \quad \text{Otherwise}
\]

(5)

where \((j,k)\) and \((m,n)\) are the coordinates of neighboring pixels in region \( R \). This predicate state that a region \( R \) is uniform if and only if any two neighboring pixels differ in grey level by no more than \( T \). Using this equation a common misconception is involved such as it restricts the grey level variation within a region to a range of width \( T \) [14]. A similar predicate can be used that

\[
H(R_i) = \text{TRUE} \quad \text{if } |f(j,k) - \mu_R| T
\]

\[
H(R_i) = \text{FALSE} \quad \text{Otherwise}
\]

(6)

where \( f(j,k) \) is the grey level of a pixels from region \( R \) with coordinates \((j,k)\) and \( \mu_R \) is mean grey level of all pixel in \( R \) except the pixel at \((j,k)\). The region similarity criteria shown in (5) and (6) are basically known as fixed threshold homogeneity test.

In this paper, the seeded region growing approach is used which segment the image into the homogeneous regions with respect to a set of seed points. The basic approach is to start with each image pixels which are taken as a set of seed points and these grow regions by appending to each seed those neighboring pixels that have properties similar to the seed. The selection of the similarity criteria for region growing is shown in (7).

\[
\alpha(i, j) - \beta(i, j) \leq \alpha(m,n) \leq \alpha(i, j) + \beta(i, j)
\]

(7)

where \( \beta(i,j) \) is the statistical similarity bound shown in (8) and \( a, b \) and \( c \) are the coefficients with values that are estimated empirically.

\[
\beta(i, j) = a + be^{-ca(i,j)}
\]

(8)

The local statistics \( \alpha(i,j) \) are used as the quantitative measure to obtain a homogeneous region for each image pixel. But the size and shape of the homogeneous region are not controlled by the spatial distance bound, but are controlled by the region merging criteria.

C. Region merging criteria

The most natural method of region growing is to begin the growth in the raw image data, where each pixel representing a single region. These regions almost certainly do not satisfy the condition for the hypothesis in (4), and so regions will be merged as long as remains satisfied in (9).
\[ H(R_i \cup R_j) = \text{FALSE} \quad i \neq j \quad R_i \text{ is adjacent to } R_j \quad (9) \]

This approach takes into consideration of merging adjacent regions based on the probability that they have the same statistical distribution of intensity values. The region merging starts from a uniform seed region and neighbors are merged until no more neighboring regions conform to the uniformity criterion. At this point, the region is extracted from the image, and a further seed is used to merge another region [13].

In this paper, the neighboring region obtained from the region growing procedure, with similar intensity values are merged. In this procedure every homogeneous regions are identified and labeled by unique number. The labeling of the regions is implemented through the 8-connectivity region labeling technique. Let the homogeneous region of an pixel located at \((i,j)\), be labeled by \(K_{ij}\) and total number of the pixels into that region is \(Q_{ij}\). If \(Q_{ij} < B\), then \(K_{ij}\) is not merged with the neighboring regions. Otherwise, each region \(K_{mn}\) neighboring the region \(K_{ij}\) is merged to the region \(K_{ij}\). The merging criteria satisfying the condition expressed in (10) is as follows:

\[ \mu(i,j) - \Delta \mu \leq \mu(m,n) \leq \mu(i,j) + \Delta \mu \quad (10) \]

where \(\mu(i,j)\) is the mean intensity value in the region \(K_{ij}\), \(B\) and \(\Delta \mu\) are the positive constants representing the bounds for number of the pixels and gray level intensity, respectively. The algorithm is summarized as under:

1) Choose a window sized \((2k+1) \times (2k+1)\) being centered at \((i,j)\).
2) Generate the look up table for local statistics for each pixel:
   a) Calculate the homogeneity \(a(i,j)\) of \(W_{ij}\).
   b) Calculate the statistical similarity bound \(\beta(i,j)\) of every \(a(i,j)\).
3) Implement region growing for every pixel:
   a) Each pixel is taken as a seed pixel.
   b) Store the neighboring pixel information for every seed point.
   c) Grow region from the seed point according to the statistical similarity criterion.
4) Implement region merging:
   a) Labeling the each region with a unique number.
   b) Store the neighboring region information for every seed region.
   c) Merge the neighboring region according to the merging criteria with the seed region. The parameter for this criteria are \(\Delta \mu\) and \(B\).
   d) Update the segmented image output.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed local statistical based region growing method for segmentation is applied to B-mode ultrasound images of breast mass shown in Fig. 1 and liver cyst image shown in Fig. 2. In the sequel, the result of the region growing and merging procedure is presented. In Fig. 3 (a-f) and Fig. 4 (a-f), the initial homogeneous regions from the growing step are shown, where the coefficient parameters \((a, b, c)\) for the statistical similarity bound of (8), are chosen in the range between 0.001 to 0.009 for \(a\), 0.01 to 0.09 for \(b\), and 10 to 100 for \(c\), with square window size = 11 x 11.

In Fig. 3, the result obtained from different values of statistical similarity bound for breast mass image is shown. Here, the higher value of \(a = 0.009\) and \(b = 0.08\) and minimum value of \(c = 10\) produces less trivial regions and reduce over segmentation. Similarly, in Fig. 4, \(a = 0.004\) and \(c = 30\) reduce over segmentation. Next, the initial region growing images are smoothed by the merging of neighboring regions for resolving the details using \(\Delta \mu\) and \(B\). The values of \(\Delta \mu\) are 5 and 10 for breast image and liver image, respectively. The value of \(B\) is 40 and 20 for breast and liver image, respectively. The final output images with smoothed region are shown in Fig. 5 (a-f) and Fig. 6 (a-f) according to value of \(a, b, c, \Delta \mu\) and \(B\).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A local statistics based segmentation procedure has been developed for ultrasound medical images. The homogeneous regions in the ultrasound images are preserved and controlled by the look up table consisting of homogeneity criteria and statistical similarity bound for different values of local statistics of each pixel. The window size used for computation of local statistics is chosen as 11 x 11. This choice is basically based on the small homogeneous regions, which are produced by the granularity. The window size must be large enough for the measurement of homogeneity region criteria and statistical similarity bound. The selection of parameters of the similarity bound depends on the granularity or speckle into the images. The initial growing region shows the large number of false homogeneous region into the image, which was joined with their neighboring region by merging. The parameters for merging criteria depend on the high frequency artifacts such as over segmentation.

This algorithm can be used for fully developed speckle ultrasound images with efficient segmentation. The merged regions reduce over segmentation without using further smoothing into the image. The final segmentation results exhibit accurate homogeneous regions without implementing texture-based analysis.

---

The text above is a natural representation of the document's content.
Figure 1. Ultrasound medical image for breast mass

Figure 2. Ultrasound medical image for liver cyst

(a) $a=0.004$, $b=0.05$, $c=20$
(b) $a=0.005$, $b=0.07$, $c=20$
(c) $a=0.006$, $b=0.05$, $c=20$
(d) $a=0.007$, $b=0.07$, $c=20$
(e) $a=0.008$, $b=0.08$, $c=20$
(f) $a=0.009$, $b=0.08$, $c=10$

Figure 3 (a-f). Initial region growing results for breast mass image.

(a) $a=0.001$, $b=0.05$, $c=10$
(b) $a=0.002$, $b=0.01$, $c=10$
(c) $a=0.002$, $b=0.03$, $c=10$
(d) $a=0.002$, $b=0.05$, $c=30$
(e) $a=0.008$, $b=0.08$, $c=20$
(f) $a=0.009$, $b=0.08$, $c=10$
Figure 4 (a-f). Initial region growing results for liver cyst image.

(c) a = 0.004, b = 0.03, c = 10

(f) a = 0.004, b = 0.03, c = 30

Figure 5 (a-f). Final segmented results for breast mass image after Fig. 3 (a-f) with $\Delta\mu = 5$ and $B = 40$. 
Figure 6 (a-f). Final segmented results for liver cyst image after Fig. 4 (a-f) with $\Delta u = 10$ and $B = 20$.
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